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Abstract—Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is widely used
in manufacturing and engineering from product design to test-
ing. CFD requires intensive computational power and typically
needs high performance computing to reduce potentially long
experimentation times. Dedicated high performance computing
systems are often expensive for small-to-medium enterprises
(SMEs). Cloud computing claims to enable low cost access
to high performance computing without the need for capital
investment. The CloudSME Simulation Platform aims to provide
a flexible and easy to use cloud-based Platform-as-a-Service
(PaaS) technology that can enable SMEs to realize the benefits
of high performance computing. Our Platform incorporates
workflow management and multi-cloud implementation across
various cloud resources. Here we present the components of
our technology and experiences in using it to create a cloud-
based version of the TransAT CFD software. Three case studies
favourably compare the performance of a local cluster and two
different clouds and demonstrate the viability of our cloud-based
approach.
Index Terms—Computational fluid dynamics, cloud comput-
ing, modeling and simulation, high performance computing, fluid
mechanics.
I. INTRODUCTION
COMPUTATIONAL Fluid Dynamics (CFD) uses numer-ical methods to analyze problems related to fluid or gas
flows [1]. CFD is used in a wide range of engineering applica-
tions such as vehicle and aircraft engineering, biomedical engi-
neering, thermo-hydraulic engineering, chemical engineering
and meteorology. CFD simulation has numerous advantages
over physical testing in terms of experimental flexibility and
cost-effectiveness. The heart of CFD simulation software is
typically some kind of partial differential equation solver
that uses complex algorithms to analyze the fluid/gas/solid
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flow. CFD also uses post-simulation tools such as analysis
and visualization software to present the outcomes of the
simulation.
The problems that CFD attempts to solve vary in complexity
and size. In this context, we define complexity according
to the number of phases in a simulation experiment. There
are two types of problems, single-phase and multi-phase.
Single-phase simulations involve the analysis of materials with
the same phase, for example liquid-liquid, and multi-phase
simulations involve materials with different phases or different
chemical properties, for example, liquid-gas, oil-water, etc.
The latter presents higher levels of complexity. The size of
the problem relates to the resolution of the experiment. As
mentioned above, CFD solves partial differential equations in
order to obtain results. With the exception of very simple CFD
problems, the partial differential equations cannot be solved
analytically. Therefore, the flow area is split in subdomains
(i.e. geometric primitives) and the governing equations are
solved within each subdomain. These subdomains are called
cells or elements and the collection of all cells is called a
grid or a mesh. Typically, with larger meshes we can obtain
greater accuracy. However, as the resolution increases, the
computational requirements to solve the partial differential
equations also increase. This can increase significantly the time
taken to analyze a problem.
Advances in high performance computing have had a
significant impact on CFD. Parallelization strategies using
threading, Message Passing Interface (MPI) or Parallel Virtual
Machine (PVM) approaches allow for more accurate, faster
CFD analysis in a smaller time scale [2], [3]. A mesh is
mapped to many different CPUs so that the partial differential
equations can be solved in parallel supported by tightly
coupled high speed communication. Companies with access
to high speed computing clusters can therefore expect faster
CFD analysis and the opportunity to create better designs and
solutions [4]. There are many examples where approaches to
CFD parallelization have been investigated, particularly using
MPI [5]. For example, Shang [6] discusses the parallelization
performance of different meshing methods by using Code
Saturne, a CFD software with MPI parallelization functions
and concludes that the mesh partitioning method affects the
performance of the parallelized simulation both in terms of
latency and efficiency. The behavior of different partitioning
approaches impacts performance. Multi-core computing facil-
ities, such as those provided by super computer centers are
being used to support the processing of huge CFD applications
[7]. Generally, it is likely that a company having access to
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their own high performance computing facilities will be able
to process CFD simulations faster. This is an issue for small-
to-medium enterprises (SMEs) as the cost of purchasing and
maintaining their own computing cluster may be prohibitive
and therefore makes it difficult to compete with larger com-
panies with access to this technology.
Cloud computing offers widely available, easily accessible,
on-demand computing resources that can be rapidly accessed
to support a specific task and then discarded [8]. Generally,
this model of service provision enables access to hardware
without capital outlay or the on-going cost of IT management,
and access to software potentially on a pay-per-use basis
rather than an annual license. In terms of high performance
computing, cloud gives the opportunity to hire large amounts
of computing resources on an economical basis. However,
the development of cloud-based solutions is not a simple
task due to the variety and choice of technologies that must
be accommodated. For example, cloud computing offers at
least four different deployment models and provides services
at varied levels of abstraction as described by cloud service
models. These include cloud provisioning that is private within
the boundaries of an organization, community clouds used
by organizations with common interests, public clouds that
are accessible by public networks, or hybrid clouds that can
combine aspects of all three. The cloud service model, or
the cloud stack, includes Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS -
management and hosting of physical cloud elements such
as computing, networking, etc.; deployment of these as IT
infrastructure according to the above cloud deployment mod-
els), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS - provision and management
of the deployed cloud infrastructure as well as middleware
to support the deployment and development of cloud-based
applications) and Software-as-a-Service (SaaS - the actual
software application deployed on a cloud platform that uses
the cloud infrastructure resources).
As noted by Runchal [9], from a CFD simulation software
perspective, cloud computing is very attractive as it could
support the creation of a new generation of high speed, pay-
per-use CFD applications that are composed of interoperating
sets of simulation software services. For example, the data for
a CFD experiment can be stored in a cloud-based database
that is connected to a cloud-based CFD solver. The simulation
is run on multi-CPU instances that support the processing
requirements of parallelized CFD. Results can be analyzed
and visualized by a cloud-based post-simulation tool. He also
supports the view that for those who do not have access
to these facilities, cloud computing has the potential for
cost-effective access to CFD applications that utilize such
architectures, though on a smaller scale. Evangelinos and Hill
[10] used on-demand EC2 clusters to test the performance of
cloud-based clusters and concluded that, at the time, cloud-
based high performance computing could be compared with
low cost in-house clusters. Ledyayev and Richter [11] report
on a high performance computing cloud implementation of
OpenFOAM that gave best results when using a single cloud-
based virtual machine with multiple cores. O’Leary et al.
[12] ported the Hydra-TH CFD simulation onto their open
source high performance computing/cloud architecture using
a platform approach implemented on the Amazon EC2 cloud.
Their results indicate comparable performance with local non-
cloud resources. The importance of mapping MPI processes
onto cores to reflect intensive communication arising from
model structure has been recognized by Guzzetti et al. [13].
They also identify that clouds could be a cost-effective re-
source for CFD and make available powerful hardware config-
urations, especially when taking mapping into consideration.
These examples show that cloud is a feasible cost-effective
technology that could be used to speed up CFD simulations.
Indeed there are examples in industry where CFD simulations
are executed on cloud (e.g. Sabalcore, Rescale, Ciespace,
Autodesk A360, etc.) However, without an appropriate cloud
computing skill-base, SMEs creating such applications face
a costly and steep learning curve and, with the exception
of the Hydra-TH example, there is little evidence of cloud-
based platforms that could be used to simplify and reduce
the cost of development. Further, most of the above examples
use a single cloud provider (usually Amazon). Different cloud
providers charge different rates for their instance types and the
quality of service can vary. It would be therefore very useful
to easily switch between cloud providers without being locked
in to a single provider. However, cloud providers’ platform
technologies vary and require work to port an application from
one cloud to another. Finally, any commercial cloud product or
service requires some kind of charging mechanism that would
allow users to be charged for their use of the application and
cloud. None of the above examples have these functionalities.
SME developers of high performance CFD simulations
therefore need technology that will allow them to quickly
and economically develop multi-cloud-based applications that
can use multi-CPU instances as appropriate. In addition to the
above, other simulation application types (e.g. discrete process
simulation) need high performance computing that can run
multiple simulations simultaneously to speed up experimenta-
tion. A cloud platform supporting these requirements for high
performance simulation would therefore have to: (i) to allow
parallelized applications to run on multiple, tightly coupled
CPUs available on a single cloud instance and (ii) to run
multiple simulations in parallel on a combination of multiple
single cloud instances (e.g. as if the experiments were running
on multiple computers). It would therefore need to deploy onto
a variety of clouds and instance sizes, and that jobs must be
able to run in parallel on multiple sets of cloud instances. The
commercial requirements of the SMEs means that the platform
must also be able to charge for use. To attempt to develop a
platform to deliver cloud-based high performance simulation
for SMEs, the Cloud-based Simulation Platform for Manufac-
turing and Engineering (CloudSME) project (www.cloudsme-
apps.com) has developed the CloudSME Simulation Platform.
To satisfy the above requirements we selected (i) CloudBroker
(www.cloudbroker.com) to satisfy the requirement of multi-
cloud/multi-instance deployment as it provides a common
application management interface to different clouds that
allows applications to be easily deployed and switched from
one cloud to another (i.e. the cloud specific interfacing and
deployment has already been implemented in CloudBroker
and therefore saves a developer from having to do it them-
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selves.), (ii) the WS-PGRADE/gUSE [14] science gateway
framework to implement a workflow system that allows
multiple experiments (and other tasks) to be launched and
managed, and (iii) an AppCenter developed within the project
to allow a company to charge for use of its application
on cloud. Other technologies in this area have some multi-
cloud functionality and have evolved from e-Science and Grid
workflow computing platforms [15]. For example, Wang et
al. [16] show how KEPLER can be integrated with federated
cloud resources via CometCloud. Juve et al. [17] describe
an extension of the PEGASUS workflow system over three
clouds and reports comparable performance between cloud
and grid implementations and Zhao et al. [18] present an
approach to running SWIFT on cloud. These examples have
been developed for scientific applications and do not appear
to have the mechanisms to support commercial requirements
such as billing and payment. Similarly, a limited number of
multi-cloud platforms exist (e.g. RightScale and Scalr) but do
not have workflow integration.
To illustrate how our work can be used to create high
performance CFD simulations, we present two contributions in
this paper: the CloudSME Simulation Platform and how it can
be used to develop a cloud-based CFD application. The cloud-
based application is ASCOMP’s TransAT (Transport phenom-
ena Analysis Tool) CFD tool. We have chosen TransAT to
illustrate our approach as it is a commercial tool used to sim-
ulate a wide range of single and multi-fluid/component flows
with heat transfer. Typical applications of TransAT range from
surface-tension dominated flows (e.g. microfluidics systems) to
large-scale turbulent flows (e.g. hydrodynamics of ships and
submarines) across a range of industries. Section II gives more
information on the CloudSME Simulation Platform. Section III
presents our experiences in developing the cloud-based CFD
simulation. Section IV presents three case studies to show the
successful use of cloud. Section V discusses the benefits and
limitations of this approach and Section VI summarizes the
main contributions and future work.
II. THE CLOUDSME SIMULATION PLATFORM
ARCHITECTURE
Fig. 1 shows the CloudSME Simulation Platform architec-
ture. The AppCenter and Platform Application Programming
Interfaces (APIs) form the Simulation Applications Layer,
WS-PGRADE/gUSE and CloudBroker form the Cloud Plat-
form Layer and the various cloud infrastructures that the
Platform and applications access are made available in the
Cloud Resources Layer. Conceptually, to use the platform
software requiring cloud deployment and/or cloud-based high
performance computing is redeveloped as a Software-as-a-
Service at the Simulation Applications Layer, hosted by the
Cloud Platform Layer (Platform-as-a-Service) and uses cloud
resources made available through the Cloud Resources Layer.
The CloudSME Simulation Platform has been used to imple-
ment eleven commercial simulation products across a wide
range of industrial applications (see http://www.cloudsme-
apps.com/practical-examples/ for examples of CFD, process
simulation and computer aided design). The technical details
of the integration of the Platform’s technologies are presented
in [19]. We now describe the functionality of the components
of the Platform.
Fig. 1. CloudSME Simulation Platform Architecture
A. AppCenter
This is a generic entry point to browse and execute var-
ious simulation applications. The AppCenter supports three
main development options: Directly Deployed Applications,
Desktop Applications and Web-based Applications. Directly
Deployed Applications deploy and offer cloud applications
directly from the AppCenter. The software provider registers
and publishes the application in the CloudSME AppCenter.
End-users can then access and execute these applications
directly from the AppCenter and are charged for their uti-
lization based on software provider defined pricing policies
(e.g. subscription-based pricing, resource consumption-based
pricing, fixed charge for each simulation run, or even free
of charge execution). The advantage of this solution is that
the AppCenter provides easily customizable options to set
up various pricing models and it is also responsible for
accounting and billing. Users simply need to add credit to
their account and can then execute simulation applications on
all cloud resources supported by the selected application. The
complexity of multi-cloud execution and billing is handled by
the Platform. Desktop Applications extend desktop software
with cloud execution support using one of the Platform APIs
to redirect computation intensive simulations to cloud. Users
download the package from the AppCenter, install it on their
own machine, and then utilize its cloud extended capabilities.
This solution enables vendors to keep the user interface (with
minor modifications) of their original product and to use the
accounting and billing functionality of the AppCenter accessed
through their product. Web-based Applications are simply
linked to the AppCenter. The web application can provide a
complete custom portal-based user interface and can utilize
capabilities of the Platform and the AppCenter accounting and
billing mechanisms via suitable APIs. To enable the develop-
ment of applications that are directly deployed in the AppCen-
ter or the extension of desktop applications with cloud support
either the CloudBroker Java Client Library API or REST API,
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or the WS-PGRADE/gUSE Remote API can be used. Using
the CloudBroker APIs bypasses WS-PGRADE/gUSE and pro-
vides direct access from the application to the multi-cloud
resources supported by CloudBroker (i.e. when workflow is
not required). Using the Remote API of WS-PGRADE/gUSE
enables developers to execute complex application workflows
linking multiple application components together on multiple
clouds. For web-based applications, either the ASM (Appli-
cation Specific Module) API of WS-PGRADE/gUSE is used
that enables the rapid development of a custom portal/gateway
in the form of customised Liferay Portlets, or a completely
custom web interface can be developed embedding either
CloudBroker API or gUSE Remote API calls. Alternatively the
Web-based front end to WS-PGRADE/gUSE or CloudBroker
can also be applied to launch workflows or cloud applications
as appropriate.
B. WS-PGRADE/gUSE
WS-PGRADE/gUSE supports the development and de-
ployment of high performance computing applications across
different types of distributed computing infrastructures such
as clusters, desktop grids and clouds. It is widely used to
create high performance computing applications by a range of
scientific communities. WS-PGRADE/gUSE consists of three
tiers: a Presentation tier, a Middle tier and an Architectural
tier. The Presentation tier consists of WS-PGRADE (Web
Services Parallel Grid Runtime and Developer Environment
Portal). It is implemented in the Liferay Web Portal framework
(www.liferay.com) and has a graphical workflow editor that
allows users to create and populate workflows for their applica-
tions that run on various distributed computing infrastructures
(including clouds). Once a workflow is created it is saved and
managed in the Middle tier gUSE services. The gUSE services
provide a complete environment for workflow support and
execution. It facilitates the management, storage and execution
of workflows and has flexible deployment options (single
hosting or distributed hosting to optimize resource usage or
increase performance). It also offers various data services, job
management services and workflow discovery services. It pro-
vides secure access and authorization to distributed computing
infrastructure resources by using appropriate security certifi-
cation (the CloudSME Simulation Platform implements cloud
security via CloudBroker). In the Architectural tier, gUSE uses
the distributed computing infrastructure bridge (DCI Bridge)
job submission service to access and manage the resources of
various distributed computing infrastructures. There are many
different classes of distributed computing infrastructure, each
with their own complex management requirements. To create a
simplified and layered approach to cloud development, clouds,
from the perspective of WS-PGRADE/gUSE, are treated as
a single class of distributed computing infrastructure. In the
CloudSME Simulation Platform, the responsibility for the
management of different clouds is given therefore to Cloud-
Broker. For example, when a workflow task is processed
in gUSE, the DCI Bridge is used to submit that task to
CloudBroker. The platform then manages that task on the
specified cloud.
C. CloudBroker
A typical cloud implementation involves software being
developed for one cloud (e.g. Amazon). Different clouds
offer different functionality and costs. The concept behind
the CloudBroker part of the CloudSME Simulation Platform
is that it presents a cloud platform that developers can use
to manage their implementations across multiple clouds. This
means that once an application has been deployed on different
clouds CloudBroker can help developers deliver a flexible
service that enables cloud-based applications to be easily
managed (and charged) across product offerings based on
different cloud infrastructures. The CloudBroker environment
is a web-based application store for the deployment and
execution of compute-intensive applications on a cloud and
widely automates user, software, resource, job, and invoice
management. It is suitable for any kind of batch-oriented
command line software, both Linux- and Windows-based, and
both serial or parallel processing (via MPI for example). It can
be accessed through any web browser and through different
APIs.
To help developers create cloud-based applications across a
variety of clouds, CloudBroker implements a range of cloud
adapters. Once a cloud adapter has been implemented for
a given cloud, CloudBroker effectively provides a common
API for users to develop their applications (and so reduce the
time taken to learn how to deploy to a different cloud). A
user therefore develops their application for the CloudBroker
APIs to create an application pattern for their software and
cloud variant (typically distinguished by operating system
requirements rather than specific cloud middleware). This
means that once a user has successfully created an applica-
tion pattern on a cloud, development time for the next and
subsequent clouds is shorter. The range of adapters currently
includes Amazon Web Services, CloudSigma, Open-Stack,
OpenNebula and Eucalyptus. New ones are being developed
for high performance computing centers including CINECA in
Italy, HLRS in Germany and Romeo in France. CloudBroker
handles requests to instantiate a compute instance on a given
cloud by using the adapter to interact with that cloud. Run-
time process monitoring, queueing, resource, storage, and
image management services deal with requests to run specific
software on specific cloud instances. The platform also pro-
vides process, user and application management, accounting,
billing and payment modules, as well as security and fault
tolerance management. A public version of CloudBroker can
be accessed at platform.cloudbroker.com.
III. CLOUD-BASED TRANSAT
ASCOMP’s TransAT consists of a GUI (front end) and
a CFD solver (back end). The front end is used to setup
the simulation, to define a mesh decomposition and to pre-
process the required input parameters. This is then passed to
the back end which compiles and then executes the simulation
using the CFD solver. Once the simulation is finished, the
results are visualized using post-processing software such as
Paraview (www.paraview.org) or Tecplot (www.tecplot.com).
The back end simulation execution can take a few seconds or
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a few weeks depending on the complexity of the experiment
and computational capabilities. TransAT implements high per-
formance computing parallel execution by using Open-MPI
(www.open-mpi.org). From the TransAT GUI, a user can
specify how many CPUs of a compute cluster to use. TransAT
then manages the decomposition of the simulation across the
available CPUs. End users therefore require their own cluster
or need to hire ASCOMP’s cluster to exploit the parallel
implementation of TransAT. Discussions with ASCOMP on
the development of a cloud-based version of TransAT iden-
tified two main requirements: how could users use scalable
high performance computing and TransAT without access to
expensive computing hardware and how could the tool be more
widely distributed? Cloud therefore presented an attractive
option as hardware could be hired on-demand and the tool
could be potentially accessed and distributed via the Web.
It was hoped that the closely coupled CPUs of single cloud
instances would also deliver a scalability solution (i.e. larger
instance sizes should deliver faster performance as TransAT is
already parallelized).
The three development options were considered. Direct de-
ployment into the AppCenter and Web-based implementations
would have required a significant redevelopment of TransAT’s
front end into a Web-based version. The desktop alternative
was therefore more attractive as only minor modifications were
required. Setting up a download area on the AppCenter meant
that users could download the package from the Web-based
AppCenter, install it on their own machine, and then run their
simulations on cloud through the TransAT front end. Prior to
running, a user would set up an account on the AppCenter. The
user would then login into TransAT and run their simulation.
TransAT would synchronize with to the AppCenter to bill the
user for cloud use. No workflow would be required as TransAT
only ran one simulation at a time. The requirements for cloud-
based TransAT were therefore (i) to allow a user to select the
cloud/cloud instance (and region if required), (ii) to manage
the execution of the simulation on cloud and (iii) to bill for the
use of cloud. Fig. 2 shows the architecture and flow diagram
of the cloud-based tool. As can be seen, the architecture
consists of three elements: the TransAT GUI installed in a user
workstation with a visualization tool, the deployment on the
CloudSME Simulation Platform Cloud Platform Layer and the
Cloud Resources Layer on which TransAT runs and stores its
output (note the AppCenter is not shown). The CloudBroker
REST API was chosen to develop the application (the Java
API was not appropriate for this implementation) [20].
The following steps were followed to create the cloud-
based application. First an Application Pattern was created to
enable the deployment of the TransAT back end on cloud. This
consisted of an installation package containing an installation
shell script, the zipped TransAT solver and a licence key. The
TransAT Application Pattern uploaded to CloudBroker using
the CloudBroker Web-based system. TransAT’s front end was
then modified to allow users to login into the AppCenter, to
select from a list of available clouds and cloud instances (up-
loaded from CloudBroker at runtime) and to run and monitor
their simulation. An AppCenter entry was created for TransAT
that allowed users to create an account (and add credit) and
Fig. 2. Cloud-based TransAT architecture and flow diagram
download TransAT. To use cloud-based TransAT, a user would
therefore create an account and download and install TransAT.
The user then creates the CFD model, logs into his/her account
to identify themselves, selects a cloud/cloud instance and then
runs the model. The run instruction sends the model with
cloud details to CloudBroker as an XML job description.
On receipt, CloudBroker synchronizes the user’s account with
the AppCenter and then creates the job. This involves taking
the appropriate TransAT Application Pattern for the requested
cloud/instance, invoking a specific cloud instance on the se-
lected cloud and then uploading and executing the Application
Pattern on that instance (TransAT’s back end involves the
compilation of TransAT tools over the CPUs of the instance
and the authentication of the licence key). When complete,
CloudBroker then uploads the model to the cloud instance and
instructs TransAT to begin the simulation. The TransAT front
end periodically polls CloudBroker to determine if the run has
ended. CloudBroker then synchronizes the cost of the run with
the AppCenter. The user can then download the results.
IV. CASE STUDIES
We now present three case studies showing the use and
performance of cloud-based TransAT. The aim of these case
studies is not to present a comprehensive performance test
across every available cloud accessible through the CloudSME
Simulation Platform but to present examples that illustrate the
benefit of our approach to CFD simulation. We restrict our
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examples to those that should be familiar to practitioners in the
oil and gas industries (major users of CFD). During field pro-
duction, the extracted product from a well naturally contains
oil and water. Water also can be injected during the process in
order to force the oil to surface. Different techniques are used
for separation, one of which is the gravity-based horizontal
three-phase separator. The device is a cylindrical vessel that,
given a sufficient residence time, allows separation of water,
oil, and gas with the help of gravity. It is very important for
the oil industry to utilize the separators efficiently. The first
case study illustrates how cloud-based simulation can speed
up simulation in this important area. The second case study
shows how cloud can be used to speed up the simulation
of a well-known associated numerical benchmark. This was
proposed by the company Gaztransport & Technigaz (GTT)
during the 2009 International Society of Offshore and Polar
Engineers (ISOPE) [21] based on the impact of liquid inside
Liquid Natural Gas (LNG) carriers due to sloshing (i.e. a liquid
surrounded by a gas in a closed tank). Gas and liquid are
initially at rest, their densities are constant and pressure is
homogeneous. In the initial state, liquid starts to fall freely
under action of gravity. Eventually, liquid impacts on the rigid
horizontal tank base. The third case study in capillary action
represents another common simulation problem in this area.
Capillary action is the ability of a liquid to flow in narrow
spaces without, or against, an external force. This phenomenon
occurs at the interfaces between two immiscible fluids or
between a fluid and a surface. This case was also selected
as capillary action has an important role in micro structures
in several industrial and medical applications, such as micro
heat exchangers, lab-on-chips, bio-MEMS and micro cooling
electronics [22]. Simulation is needed to optimize and develop
the design of such devices.
A. Gravity-based Horizontal Three-Phase Separator
The device that was simulated has one inlet for the field
product and three outlets for the oil, water, and gas separated
products. Fig. 3 shows a TransAT visualization of the separa-
tor. To enhance the separator performance, several inlet devices
are in place. For example, the inlet momentum breaker is used
in the first phase to reduce the momentum of the input stream.
Within the cylinder there are mechanical devices that reduce
fluid velocity and allow the liquids to drop in the accumulation
sections. The mesh size of the selected simulation includes
300,000 cells and the three phases of the device increase the
model’s complexity.
We conducted experiments on ASCOMP’s local high per-
formance computing cluster and on cloud resources using the
CloudSME Simulation Platform. The runs were performed us-
ing up to 32 processors on the local cluster (Intel Xeon E5649
2.53GHz processors with 32GB memory). On cloud, for
experiments up to 8 CPUs, general purpose balanced Amazon
EC2 were used via the CloudSME Simulation Platform (all
Intel Xeon E5-2670 2.50 GHz CPUs with sizes large (2 CPU
with 7.5GB memory), xlarge (4 CPU with 15GB memory) and
2xlarge (8 CPUs with 30GB memory)). For the experiments
with 16 and 32 CPUs, compute optimized Amazon EC2
instances were used (all Intel Xeon E5-2680 2.80GHz CPUs:
4xlarge (16 CPU with 32GB memory), 8xlarge (32 CPU with
32GB memory)). The results in Table I show the runtimes in
seconds of the gravity separator CFD model executing 3,000
iterations on different instances.
Fig. 3. TransAT visualization of a gravity-based horizontal three phase
separator
TABLE I
RUNTIME IN SECONDS (3,000 ITERATIONS)
Number of processors 2 4 8 16 32
Local cluster 412,319 153,687 121,791 78,805 38,667
Amazon EC2 678,000 358,500 198,000 99,000 57,000
Fig. 4 shows the runtime of the local cluster vs. the
balanced instances of Amazon EC2. Both follow a similar
trend. Comparing runtimes between 2 and 8 CPUs, the cluster
improved by a factor of 3.39 and the cloud by 3.42 on
comparable hardware. As would be expected, the simulation
ran slower on the cloud instances than the cluster by a factor
of 0.60, 0.42, 0.60, 0.80 and 0.68 for 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32 CPUs
respectively. The cluster hardware is a better specification
than the EC2 instances and the comparative variance reflects
the faster communication speed between CPUs. Overall, in
spite of the fact that the cloud-based platform seems to be
slower than the local cluster when one looks at the clock
time, the cloud performance is actually very good in that
it reproduces comparable speed-up to the cluster. This is
exactly the objective of the entire concept: that is to offer the
possibility for SMEs to reproduce the same high performance
computing performance expected from a local (expensive to
buy and maintain) cluster on a cloud-based platform.
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Fig. 4. Gravity separator simulation runtime (3,000 iterations)
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As shown in Table II, the comparative cost of cloud com-
puting makes a compelling argument. For example, at the
time of writing the cost of the largest instance (8xlarge) is
$1.68 per hour. The time taken to run the simulation on this
instance is 57,000 seconds (15.83 hours). The cost to run this
simulation on that instance size is therefore $26.60. The cost
of the cluster used in this experimentation (a 64 processor rack
with high speed interconnection) is approximately $24,000
(not including maintenance costs and the considerable energy
consumption costs for power and cooling). At a cost of under
$40 this cloud performance is arguably acceptable at the cost
and well within any SME’s budget.
TABLE II
AMAZON EC2 COST
Number Cost per Runtime Total
of CPUs hour ($) (sec) cost ($)
Amazon large 2 0.14 678,000 26.37
Amazon xlarge 4 0.28 358,500 27.88
Amazon 2xlarge 8 0.56 198,000 30.80
Amazon 4xlarge 16 0.84 99,000 23.10
Amazon 8xlarge 32 1.68 57,000 26.60
B. GTT Benchmark
The second case study was performed by Eurobios as an
independent demonstration. Eurobios is a consultancy that
uses TransAT to simulate various problems for their clients
in the oil and gas industries including natural convection,
gravity separation of a mixture, vortex/turbulence problems
and bubble merger problems.
The interface between liquid and gas is described using the
ensemble average method developed in TransAT (this uses an
average of the properties of the fluids contained in a mesh
cell of the mesh). Boundaries are modeled as rigid walls. The
numerical scheme used is a Finite Volume implicit scheme in
which in a given cell of the mesh, quantities are approximated
using the volume integral of the cell quantities; the evolution of
the quantities is computed using the fluxes through the edges
of the cell (a flux represents the contribution of a given cell on
the evolution of the state of its neighbor). As shown in Fig. 5
the parameters are: Liquid - density 423 kg. m-3, initial fluid
velocity 0 m.s-1, pressure 1 bar; Gas - density 1.712 kg.m-3,
initial fluid velocity 0 m.s-1, pressure 1 bar. The dimensions
of the cell are indicated in the figure.
Two instance types were used in performance testing: (i)
Amazon 16 cores, EC2 Compute Optimized - 4xlarge, 30GB
RAM (0.93EURO/hour 0.14EURO/GB) and (ii) CloudSigma
24 cores, 60 GHz, 32GB RAM (Price withheld).
In performance testing three regular meshes were consid-
ered: 15,000 cells, 60,000 cells and 240,000 cells on Amazon
and CloudSigma (experiments A I, A II, A III, C I, C II, C III
respectively). Fig. 6 and Table III show the runtime in seconds
for each of the above experiments.
Table IV shows the speedup. As can be seen performance
ranged between 1.75 and 1.96 for 2 CPUs (average: A 1.88,
C 1.77), 2.53 to 3.72 for 4 CPUs (average: A 3.34, C
3.02), 3.31 to 6.39 for 8 CPUs (average: A 5.57, C 4.91)
Fig. 5. Two-dimensional liquid natural gas tank ISOPE benchmark
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Fig. 6. GTT runtime comparison
and 3.64 to 11.08 for 16 CPUs (average: A 6.94, C 5.43).
The average performance indicates moderate speedup. The
best performance was obtained for the most refined meshes
reflecting a better ratio of computation to communication for
each node. Overall Amazon performed marginally better than
CloudSigma with the exception of the 16 CPU instance where
speedup was significantly higher (A 11.08, C 6.66). This might
reflect the compute optimized nature of the Amazon instance.
The cost differential between the clouds was not available
at the time of writing. Again this shows good comparative
utilization.
C. Capillary Movement
The third case study was also conducted by Eurobios. In
this demonstration, a 2D axis-symmetric CFD simulation has
been performed that represents the movement of water up a
tube filled with air. The computation domain is equal to 1cm in
the horizontal direction and to 1.5cm in the vertical direction.
Two uniform meshes were run containing 5,400 cells (coarse)
and 21,600 cells (refined) respectively. The instance types used
in the experimentation were the same as the GTT case study.
Fig. 7 shows the runtime in seconds for each of the above
experiments.
Table V shows the speedup. As can be seen performance
ranged between 1.79 and 1.95 for 2 CPUs (average: A 1.86,
C 1.87), 3.21 and 3.46 for 4 CPUs (average: A 3.34, C 3.31),
3.80 and 6.28 for 8 CPUs (average: A 5.04, C 5.16) and
4.45 and 5.98 for 16 CPUs (average: A 4.64, C 5.49). The
average performance again indicates moderate speedup. As
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TABLE III
GTT RUNTIME IN SECONDS
CPUs 1 2 4 8 16
A I 1,980 1,116 651 444 503
A II 8,460 4,446 2,601 1,445 1,456
A III 38,049 19,391 10,231 5,956 3,435
C I 2,578 1,472 1,020 779 709
C II 10,526 5,869 3,226 1,803 1,757
C III 44,257 25,092 13,512 7,920 6,649
TABLE IV
GTT SPEEDUP
CPUs 2 4 8 16
A I 1.77 3.04 4.46 3.94
A II 1.90 3.25 5.85 5.81
A III 1.96 3.72 6.39 11.08
C I 1.75 2.53 3.31 3.64
C II 1.79 3.26 5.84 5.99
C III 1.76 3.28 5.59 6.66
with the GTT case study, the best performance was obtained
for the most refined meshes and overall Amazon performed
marginally better than CloudSigma with the exception of the
16 CPU instance where CloudSigma outperforms Amazon (A
4.82, C 5.98). The cost differential between the clouds was not
available at the time of writing. Good comparative utilization
is again demonstrated.
TABLE V
CAPILLARY MOVEMENT SPEEDUP
CPUs 2 4 8 16
Amazon coarse 1.82 3.22 3.80 4.45
CloudSigma coarse 1.95 3.21 4.98 5.00
Amazon refined 1.89 3.46 6.28 4.82
CloudSigma refined 1.79 3.40 5.33 5.98
V. DISCUSSION
As discussed, the above case studies are illustrative of many
different CFD applications. Cited literature identified that
mesh partitioning affects the performance, cloud computing
has the potential for cost-effective access to CFD applica-
tions that utilize high performance computing architectures
(though on a smaller scale) and that cloud implementation
could be compared with local non-cloud resources. Our case
study results agree with these observations to some extent.
With larger cloud instances case study A shows comparable
run times with a local cluster. Case studies B and C show
better performance with larger clusters and the difference in
performance between cloud providers. Both case studies also
show the impact of cell density on performance with higher
density simulations benefitting from larger cloud instances.
Case study C demonstrates that this may be limited with some
simulations with little extra benefit beyond 8 CPU instances.
This may well be due to the processing requirements of
smaller models. However, the overall cost of the simulations
is significantly lower than purchasing a local cluster. Overall,
the use of our Platform to produce cloud-based TransAT
means that SMEs can access faster CFD simulation without
the need for costly hardware investment. As cloud providers
Fig. 7. Capillary movement runtime comparison
regularly update their hardware this also means that SMEs can
also access contemporary computing systems. Further work is
required to understand the relationship between simulations,
mesh densities and the cost of ideal cloud instance sizes.
This is the next step in our development and will use the
Amazon EC2 C3 and C4 enhanced networking instances, spot
instances and similar offerings by other providers available
through CloudBroker. Other clouds such as those provided
through high performance computing centers are also being
tested.
In terms of service development and delivery, the experience
of ASCOMP with the CloudSME Simulation Platform was
very positive. Initially both developers and the CloudSME
Simulation Platform technology providers had to understand
the best design strategy. Once the approach described above
had been understood, it was relatively straightforward to
port TransAT to CloudBroker for deployment on Amazon
and CloudSigma clouds. The entry in the AppCenter and
modification to TransAT’s user interface means that ASCOMP
can easily charge for cloud use. The CloudSME Simulation
Platform therefore enabled this menu-driven choice over which
cloud type and instance size can be selected easily for a
CFD simulation. It also reduced significantly the product
development time to around two months and removed the
need to learn how to deploy TransAT to different clouds.
Indeed to add new clouds and cloud instances to TransAT
involves updating the Application Pattern and registering it
on CloudBroker (rather than learning how to use the new
cloud technology directly). In terms of further development,
running the CFD simulations with different parameters is
currently done manually. However, WS-PGRADE/gUSE will
make it possible to automate this by using dedicated workflows
exploring a variety of parameter sets. Workflows for CFD
simulation experimentation are therefore being investigated.
Other cloud-based products and services have been deployed
on the platform and are being used commercially. For ex-
ample, experiences in developing the cloud-based 3D Scan
Insole Designer for tailored shoe insoles using the Web-based
Application development approach are reported in [23].
The multi-cloud approach is rapidly evolving. Grozev and
Buyya [24] and Toosi et al. [25] discuss the evolution of
multiple clouds into a federated architecture or Intercloud. The
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benefits of an Intercloud include diverse geographical locations
(impact on performance and legislative requirements), better
application resilience (fault tolerance) and avoidance of vendor
lock. The IEEE Intercloud Testbed project [26] has been
created to facilitate the development of Intercloud. Both multi-
cloud and Intercloud approaches could take advantage of tools
such as Cloud Crawler [27] and CLAudit [28] that enable
cloud performance monitoring over time.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
The CloudSME Simulation Platform was created to help
SMEs to develop commercial multi-cloud-based simulation
applications. Although elements of the CloudSME Simulation
Platform exist, as far as we are aware, there is no single
Platform-as-a-Service approach that brings together workflow
services and multi-cloud deployment for commercial applica-
tions. We have presented the two contributions of this paper:
a novel platform that has been used to enable the rapid
development of cloud-based simulation applications and a
practical demonstration of how this can be applied to CFD
simulation.
The commercial release of cloud-based TransAT
is currently underway and is now available at
www.cloudsmeapps.com/production-appcenter along with
many other cloud-based industrial applications enabled by
the CloudSME Simulation Platform Platform-as-a-Service.
The GTT model is available from 10.5281/zenodo.1189315.
Further work will investigate the relative performance of
cloud-based TransAT using various clouds as noted in the
discussion section and the impact of using workflows to
automate experimentation.
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